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This two-part paper generalizes the usual notion of complexity and varieties for
modules over the group algebra of a finite group, to a large class of infinite groups.
The context is modules of type FP for groups in Kropholler's class LHF. One of`
the main results is that the category of such modules is generated in a suitable
sense by modules induced from finite elementary abelian subgroups. This implies
that an element of complete cohomology of such a module is nilpotent if and only
if its restriction to every finite elementary abelian subgroup is nilpotent. It also
implies that the complexity of a module of type FP is finite, and that the variety is`
supported on some finite collection of finite elementary abelian subgroups. An
example is given which shows that the complexity does not determine the rate of
growth of the number of generators in a projective resolution, in the way it does for
finite groups. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xChouinard's theorem 7 states that if k is a commutative ring of
coefficients and G is a finite group then a kG-module is projective if and
only if its restriction to every elementary abelian subgroup is projective.
w xDade's lemma 11 states that if E is a finite elementary abelian p-group
and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p then a finitely
generated kE-module is projective if and only if its restriction to every
cyclic shifted subgroup is projective. These facts lead to the notion of the
variety of a module, which is zero if and only if the module is projective.
The dimension of the variety measures the polynomial rate of growth of
the minimal resolution of the module and is called the complexity.
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For infinite groups, there can be modules which have finite projective
dimension without being projective. Moreover, the group algebra is seldom
Noetherian, so rather than examining finitely generated modules, we look
at modules of type FP , namely, modules which have a resolution by`
finitely generated projective modules. So the natural question is whether a
module of type FP has finite projective dimension if and only if its`
wrestriction to every finite elementary abelian subgroup does. Bieri 3, page
x186 suggests the question of whether the weaker statement holds, that if
 .G has type FP i.e., Z has type FP as a ZG-module then the center of G` `
is finitely generated and the torsion-free subgroups of G have finite
cohomological dimension. Even in this generality, the answer is no. Brown
w x and Geoghegan 5 have shown that Richard Thompson's group see
.Section 2 is torsion-free of type FP but does not have finite cohomologi-`
cal dimension.
w x  .Kropholler 14 has recently introduced a large class LHF of discrete
groups and has proved that, for a group G in this class, a ZG-module of
type FP has finite projective dimension if and only if its restriction to`
every finite subgroup does. This class of groups includes, for example, all
solvable by finite groups, all groups with finite virtual cohomological
dimension, and all groups with a faithful representation as endomorphisms
of a Noetherian module over a commutative ring. All groups known not to
be in LHF are variants of the Brown]Geoghegan Beispiel.
The purpose of this paper is to develop the module theory and a theory
of complexity and varieties for modules of type FP over an LHF-group.`
The paper begins with an extensive discussion of the module theory and
describes in detail the structure of various versions of the module category.
Complete cohomology gives rise to a notion of stable module category,
which may be viewed either as a quotient of the derived category Section
.9 or as the homotopy category for a suitable closed model structure on
 .the module category Section 10 .
Our approach to complexity and varieties uses a generalization of
w xRickard's idempotent functor approach 17 to this context. This allows us
to prove the following remarkable fact about modules of type FP for`
LHF-groups. First, there are some obvious modules of type FP , which`
may be obtained by inducing finitely generated modules from finite ele-
mentary abelian subgroups. Then there are some obvious operations which
preserve type FP : the kernel of a surjective morphism or the cokernel of`
.an injective morphism between modules of type FP has type FP ; a finite` `
direct sum of modules of type FP and any summand of such a module`
again has type FP . The remarkable fact is that these modules and`
operations generate all modules of type FP . This is proved in Section 12,`
where an equivalent formulation is given in terms of filtrations of modules.
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It is worth pointing out some immediate consequences of this statement
 .see Sections 13 and 14 . The first is expressed in terms of complete
cohomology, which is explained in Section 3.
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a commutati¨ e Noethe-
rian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension, and let M be a kG-module$U  .of type FP . If u g Ext M, M restricts to a nilpotent element on each finite` k G
elementary abelian subgroup of G, then u is nilpotent.
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be an LHF-group and k a field of coefficients, and
let M be a kG-module of type FP . Then there is an upper bound for the`
complexities of the restrictions of M to finite subgroups of G.
Since the restriction of a module of type FP to a finite subgroup is not`
necessarily finitely generated, the version of complexity we must use for
the finite subgroups is the recently developed theory of Benson, Carlson,
w xand Rickard 2 .
Motivated by Kropholler's theorem, we define the complexity of a
module of type FP for an LHF-group to be the maximum complexity of a`
restriction to a finite subgroup, or equivalently to a finite elementary
  ..abelian p-subgroup p s char k . In Section 16, we prove that the thick
 .subcategory of stmod kG consisting of modules of complexity at most c is
generated by modules induced from finitely generated modules of com-
plexity at most c for finite elementary abelian p-subgroups of G. An
example in Section 18 shows that the usual interpretation of complexity in
the case of a finite group, in terms of the rate of growth of projective
resolutions, does not generalize to modules of type FP , even for finitely`
generated abelian groups.
Part of the difficulty involved in defining varieties for modules in the
context of modules of type FP for an LHF-group is the question of what`
to use as the ``ambient'' variety. In the case of a finite group, one uses the
maximal ideal spectrum of the cohomology ring. By a theorem of Quillen
w x  .16 , this is equal at the level of underlying topological space to a colimit
of affine spaces corresponding to the elementary abelian p-subgroups. The
colimit is over the ``Quillen category,'' whose objects are the elementary
abelian p-subgroups, and whose morphisms are generated by conjugations
and inclusions. In our context, we use the rather ad hoc approach of
defining the ambient variety as the corresponding colimit. It really is not a
variety in the usual sense, but rather a possibly infinite dimensional object
V r obtained by patching together open subsets of varieties using a colimitG
over the Quillen category. It would be reassuring to know of a correspond-
ing cohomological construction, but currently we know of no such thing.
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Once these preliminaries are out of the way, it is relatively easy to set up
a theory of varieties for modules of type FP for an LHF-group. Associ-`
r .ated with each such module M, there is a collection V M of closedG
homogeneous irreducible subvarieties of V r. This collection is supportedG
on some finite collection of finite elementary abelian p-subgroups and
may be thought of as determining whether tensor products M m N havek
finite projective dimension. We prove analogs in this context of the tensor
product theorem and Carlson's connectedness theorem.
Finally, we mention a theorem which follows from the theory described
 .in this paper see Section 19 .
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be an LHF-group of type FP . Then there are only`
finitely many conjugacy classes in G of finite elementary abelian subgroups.
We remark that this theorem has been proved by H.-W. Henn under the
assumption that G is an H F-group of type FP . Kropholler and Mislin1 `
have proved that an LHF-group of type FP is necessarily an H F-group,` 1
so that in fact this theorem is not new. Our proof, on the other hand, is
quite different from that of Henn, which uses a modification of the
w xtechniques of Quillen 16 .
2. LHF-GROUPS
w xFor the convenience of the reader, we briefly recall from 14 the
definition of Kropholler's class of LHF-groups. The reader should consult
w x8]10, 14, 15 for further information on this class of groups.
Given any class X of groups, we define a class of groups H X for eacha
ordinal a as follows. For a s 0 we define H X s X. For a ) 0 we define0
a group G to be in H X if G acts cellularly on a finite dimensionala
contractible CW complex X, in such a way that the setwise stabilizer of
each cell is equal to the pointwise stabilizer, and is in H X for someb
b - a . The class HX is then the union of all the H X. The letter H standsa
for ``hierarchy.'' The algebraic consequence of this definition is that the
augmented cellular chains on X
0 ª C X ª ??? ª C X ª Z ª 0 .  .n 0
 .form a finite resolution of Z as a ZG-module, with each C X a directj
sum of modules induced up from subgroups in H X for b - a .b
We denote by F the class of finite groups, and we form the class HF as
above. Finally, a group G is said to be an LHF-group if every finitely
generated subgroup of G is an HF-group.
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To orient the reader, a few remarks are in order at this stage. First,
LHF is subgroup closed, extension closed, and closed under directed
unions, amalgamated free products, and HNN extensions. It contains every
solvable by finite group and every group admitting a faithful representa-
tion as automorphisms of a Noetherian module over a commutative ring
 .  w``linear group'' . Every one relator group is in LHF cf. Bieri 3, Examples
x.  w x.2.6 . By a construction of Serre Brown 4, Sect. VIII.3, Exercise , every
group of finite virtual cohomological dimension is in H F. The class LHF1
does not contain Richard Thompson's group
 x i :G s x , x , . . . N x s x ; i - n0 1 n nq1
 y1 y1 y1 y2 2 :w x w xs a, b N ab , a ba , ab , a ba
 . w xwhere a s x and b s x . Brown and Geoghegan 5 have shown that0 1
this group is torsion-free and has type FP but not type FP. Kropholler`
w x  .14 deduced from this see Theorem 3.3 in the next section that it is not
in LHF. Since the group of all permutations on any infinite set contains
Richard Thompson's group, this permutation group is also not in LHF.
 .The group SL 3, Z has finite virtual cohomological dimension, so it is in
 wH F , but any action on a tree has to fix a point Margulis; see Serre 18,1
x.I.6.6 . It follows that restricting one's attention to one-dimensional com-
plexes in the definition of HF-groups does alter the class of groups
obtained.
By constructing a suitable tree out of cosets, it can be shown that if
G : G : ??? is an ascending sequence of groups in H F then G s D G1 2 a n n
is in H F. So both HF and LHF are closed under ascending unions inaq1
this sense. For example, a free abelian group of countable rank is in H F2
but not in H F.1
The additive group of the rationals is in H F , as it has finite cohomolog-1
ical dimension. It is not known whether the additive group of the reals is in
HF , although it is certainly in LHF. In fact, it is not known whether there
are any groups in LHF which do not lie in H F. According to Kropholler,3
an example of a group which is in H F but not in H F is the semidirect3 2
 .q  .=product Q t i Q t with the obvious action.
3. COMPLETE COHOMOLOGY
Our methods depend on some categorical constructions on a suitable
version of the stable module category. We begin by introducing complete
cohomology, which is used to define the morphisms in this category. Most
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w xof the material in this and the next section is due to Kropholler 14 and to
w xCornick and Kropholler 8]10 .
 .If R is any ring and M is an R-module, we define V M to be the
kernel of a surjective homomorphism from a projective module onto M.
By Schanuel's lemma, this is well defined up to adding and removing
projective direct summands. If M and N are R-modules, we define
 .  .Hom M, N to be the quotient of Hom M, N by the additive subgroupRR
consisting of homomorphisms which factor through a projective module.
There is a natural homomorphism
Hom M , N ª Hom V M , V N , .  .  . .R R
and we define the complete cohomology via
$ r rqi iExt M , N s lim Hom V M , V N . .  .  . .R R6
i
This definition makes sense for any integer r. Since lim is exact, there are6
long exact sequences in each variable, which extend infinitely far to the
left and to the right. The usefulness of this definition depends upon the
following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. A module M for a ring R has finite projecti¨ e dimension if$0  .and only if Ext M, M s 0.R
 . w xProof. This is statement 4.2 of 14 . One direction is clear; in the$0  .other direction, if Ext M, M s 0 then the identity element ofR
 .  r r .Hom M, M goes to zero in the limit, and hence in Hom V M, V MR R
rfor some r G 0. But then V M is projective.
In the case of modules over an LHF-group, this may be applied using
the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that M and N are kG-modules, where G is an
LHF-group and k is a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients. Suppose that M has
type FP and that the restriction of N to e¨ery finite subgroup of G has finite` $0  .projecti¨ e dimension. Then Ext M, N s 0.k G
w xProof. This is proved in Theorem A of Cornick and Kropholler 8 . The
 . w xproof consists of applying statement 3.3 of Kropholler 14 to the functors$l  .Ext M, y .k G
Combining Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 gives the main theorem of
w xKropholler 14 :
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be an LHF-group and k a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. If M is a kG-module of type FP whose restriction to e¨ery finite`
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subgroup has finite projecti¨ e dimension, then M has finite projecti¨ e dimen-
sion.
 .Now for any set S, we denote by B S, k the set of functions from S to k
which take only finitely many different values in k. We make this into a
commutative k-algebra by pointwise multiplication. If a group G acts on S
 .  . .  y1 .then it acts on B S, k in the obvious way: g f s s f g s . In case
 .S s G, with action given by multiplication, we write B s B G, k .
We shall be considering kG-modules M such that B m M has finitek
projective dimension, and kG-modules M such that B m M is projective.k
We shall discuss in Remark 5.9 to what extent these conditions depend on
the exact definition of the module B.
 .LEMMA 3.4. i For any set S and any coefficient ring k, the module
 .B S,k is free as a k-module.
 .  .ii For e¨ery finite subgroup G of G, B s B G, k restricts to a free
kG-module.
 . Proof. i If k s Z, it follows from a result of Bergman see Fuchs
w x.  .13, Lemma 97.2 that B S, Z is free as an abelian group. For more
 .general coefficient rings k, we now use that fact that B S, k s k mZ
 .B S, Z .
 .  4ii If G is a finite subgroup of G then choose a set S s g of lefta
coset representatives of G in G. Then as a kG-module, B is isomorphic to
 .the induced module kG m B S, k , so freeness follows from freeness ofk
 .B S, k as a k-module.
Denote by i: k ª B the inclusion of the constant functions, and write B
for the cokernel. Denote by m: B m B ª B the multiplication map. Thesek
are homomorphisms of kG-modules.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose that G is a group and k is a commutati¨ e ring$0  .of coefficients. If M is a kG-module satisfying Ext M, B m M s 0 thenkk G
B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension as a kG-module.k
w xProof. This is proved in Section 2 of Cornick and Kropholler 8 , by
observing that the image of i m Id under the composite mapM
$0Hom M , B m M ª Ext M , B m M .  .k G k k G k
$Id j ]B 06 Ext B m M , B m B m M .k G k k k
$ .mmId #M 06 Ext B m M , B m M .k G k k
is equal to the identity map. The second term here is the zero group, so we
can apply Lemma 3.1 to deduce that B m M has finite projective dimen-k
sion.
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COROLLARY 3.6. Suppose that G is an LHF-group and k is a commuta-
ti¨ e ring of coefficients. If M is a kG-module of type FP , which has finite`
projecti¨ e dimension as a k-module, then B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimen-k
r .sion as a kG-module. In particular, for some r G 0, B m V M is projec-k
ti¨ e.
Proof. The restriction of B m M to any finite subgroup has finitek $0  .projective dimension, so by Proposition 3.2, Ext M, B m M s 0. Nowkk G
apply Proposition 3.5.
The last statement of the corollary follows from the identity
B m V r M [ projective ( V r B m M [ projective , .  .  .  .k k
which in turn follows from Schanuel's lemma.
4. COFIBRANT MODULES
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a group and let k be a commutative ring of
coefficients. A kG-module M is said to be cofibrant if B m M is projec-k
tive.
This terminology will be justified in Section 10.
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that G is a group and k is a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Let M be a cofibrant kG-module. Then there are projecti¨ e
modules P , P , and P such that1 2 3
M [ P ( B m V M [ P ( V B m M [ P . .1 k 2 k 3
Proof. Let 0 ª V M ª P ª M ª 0 be a short exact sequence withM
P projective. Then we have short exact sequencesM
0 ª B m V M ª B m P ª B m M ª 0k k M k
and
0 ª M ª B m M ª B m M ª 0.k k
Also let
0 ª V B m M ª P ª B m M ª 0 .k BmM kk
be a short exact sequence with P projective. The lemma now followsBmMk
by applying Schanuel's lemma to the above sequences.
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Remark 4.3. Even if M is not cofibrant, the diagram
6 6 6 6
0 B m V M B m P B m M 0k k M k
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
6
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
6
6 6 6 6
0 M B m M B m M 0k k
 .where P is a projective module surjecting onto M constructs for us aM
map
B m V M ª Mk
 .whose image in Hom B m V M, M is well defined, because B m P isk G k k M
projective.
LEMMA 4.4. Let G be a group and let k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Gi¨ en a kG-module homomorphism M ª M9, the square
6
B m V M Mk
6 6
6
B m V M9 M9k
may be made to commute. If M ª M9 is surjecti¨ e, this may be achie¨ ed just
by altering the top horizontal map.
Proof. First we treat the case where M ª M9 is surjective. In this case,
we form the pullback X of B m M ª B m M9 and B m M9 ª B m M9k k k k
and notice that the map from B m M to X is surjective. This allows us tok
lift the obvious map B m P ª X to B m P ª B m M. The inducedM k M k
map B m V M ª M then makes the diagram commute.k
Next, if M ª M9 is injective, we may assume that P s P [ P .M 9 M M 9r M
We then lift separately on P and P .M M 9r M
Finally, a general map M ª M9 may be factored as a surjective map
followed by an injective map, and we proceed as above.
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a group, let k be a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients,
and let M be a kG-module.
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 .i If M is cofibrant then e¨ery extension of M by a kG-module of finite
projecti¨ e dimension splits.
 .ii If B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension and e¨ery extension of Mk
by a kG-module of finite projecti¨ e dimension splits, then M is cofibrant.
 .Proof. i Suppose that
ba 6 60 ª M9 M0 M ª 0
is a short exact sequence with M cofibrant, and that M9 has finite
projective dimension. We argue by induction on the projective dimension
of M9.
First suppose that M9 is projective. Consider the diagram
ba6 6 6 60 M9 M0 M 0
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 B m M9 B m M0 B m M 0k k k
The left-hand vertical map splits because B m M9 is projective, and thek
bottom row splits because B m M is projective. It follows that a splits.k
For the general case, let P and P9 be projective modules mapping onto
M and M9. Then we obtain a surjective homomorphism from P [ P9 to
M0 and a commutative diagram as follows:
0 0 0
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 V M9 P9 M9 0
6 6 6
aV a
6 6 6 6
0 V M0 P [ P9 M0 0
6 6 6
Vb b
6 6 6 6
0 V M P M 0
6 6 6
0 0 0
By the inductive hypothesis, the sequence
0 ª V M9 ª V M0 ª V M ª 0
splits.
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Since M is cofibrant, we may assume that the module P has been taken
large enough so that the map B m V M ª M is split surjective seek
.Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.3 . By Lemma 4.4, the diagram
6
B m M0 M0
6 6
k
bId mV bB
6
B m V M Mk
may be made to commute without disrupting the lower horizontal map.
Both the lower horizontal map and the left-hand vertical map are split
surjections, and hence b is also a split surjection.
 .ii Choosing V M large enough so that B m V M ª M can bek
taken to be surjective, the kernel has finite projective dimension and hence
the map splits. If M were not cofibrant then B m B m V M would havek k
smaller projective dimension than B m M, which is absurd because thek
latter is isomorphic to a direct summand of the former.
5. COMPLETE RESOLUTIONS
DEFINITION 5.1. A complete resolution of a module M is defined to be
an exact sequence of projective kG-modules indexed by the integers
??? ª P ª P ª P ª P ª P ª ???2 1 0 y1 y2
such that the image of P ª P is isomorphic to M.0 y1
The module B may be used to manufacture complete resolutions of
cofibrant modules as follows. Suppose that M is a cofibrant kG-module.
Then the inclusion i: k ª B induces an inclusion i m Id from M intoM
the projective module B m M, with cokernel B m M. The sequencek k
0 ª M ª B m M ª B m M ª 0k k
splits on tensoring with B, since m m Id is a splitting. It follows that MM
has a complete resolution which splits on tensoring with B for i G 0,
i .B m V M is projective so there is no problem with the splitting there .k
 .If M is finitely resp. countably generated, then the image of M ª
 .B m M lies in a finitely resp. countably generated direct summand. Thek
inclusion of M into this summand still splits on tensoring with B.
After dimension shifting, these remarks are summarized in the following
proposition and corollary.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that G is a group and k is a commutati¨ e ring
of coefficients. If M is a kG-module such that B m M has finite projecti¨ ek
r .dimension then, for some r G 0, V M has a complete resolution which
splits on tensoring with B.
COROLLARY 5.3. Suppose that G is a group and k is a commutati¨ e ring
of coefficients. If M is a kG-module of type FP , which has finite projecti¨ e`
r .dimension as a k-module, then, for some r G 0, V M has a complete
resolution by a complex of finitely generated projecti¨ e modules, which splits
on tensoring with B.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.6 and Proposition 5.2.
Another interesting consequence of this construction is the following.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose that G is a group and k is a commutati¨ e ring
of coefficients. Suppose that M is a cofibrant kG-module. If M has finite
projecti¨ e dimension then M is projecti¨ e.
 r .Proof. If M has projective dimension at most r i.e., V M is projec-
. tive then so does B m ??? m B m M, and hence using the extendedk k k
.version of Schanuel's lemma M is projective.
COROLLARY 5.5. Suppose that G is a finite group and k is a commutati¨ e
ring of coefficients. If M is projecti¨ e as a k-module and has finite projecti¨ e
dimension as a kG-module then it is projecti¨ e as a kG-module.
Proof. In the case of a finite group G, the kG-module B is isomorphic
to kG. So if M is projective as a k-module then it is cofibrant as a
kG-module. Now apply the proposition.
The following is an unpublished theorem of Cornick and Kropholler in
the case of HF-groups, generalized by Kropholler to LHF-groups. We
begin with a lemma.
 .LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that G a - g is an ascending chain of groups,a
for some ordinal g , with union D G s G, and k is a commutati¨ e ring ofa -g a
coefficients. If M is a kG-module whose restriction to each subgroup G isa
projecti¨ e, then M has projecti¨ e dimension at most 1.
Proof. Since the restriction of M to the trivial subgroup is projective,
the natural map from P s kG m M to M is a surjective homomorphismk
from a projective module onto M. For each of the subgroups G , leta
Q s kG m M, and let P be the kernel of the natural surjective mapa k G aa
from P to Q .a
If a - b - g , then P F P and Q is a quotient of Q . The modulea b b a
M x is projective by hypothesis, and hence Q is projective. So the mapk G aa
from Q to Q splits, and its kernel, which is isomorphic to P rP , isa b b a
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therefore projective. Furthermore, if b is a limit ordinal, then P sb
D P . So the kernel P of P ª M has a transfinite filtration bya - b a g
 .projective modules. So we have using transfinite induction
P ( P rP ,[g aq1 a
a-g
and therefore P is projective. Since M is isomorphic to PrP , it hasg g
projective dimension at most 1.
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that G is an LHF-group and k is a commutati¨ e
ring of coefficients. If M is a kG-module such that B m M has projecti¨ ek
dimension at most r, and M x has projecti¨ e dimension at most r for allG
finite subgroups G F G, then M has projecti¨ e dimension at most r.
r .Proof. Replacing M by V M , we may assume that B m M andk
M x are projective.G
We first consider the case where G is an HF-group. We prove, by
induction on ordinals a , that if G9 is a subgroup of G in H F then M xa G9
is projective. If a s 0, this is true by hypothesis. If a ) 0, let X be a
contractible G9-space as in the definition of H F-group, and tensor thea
cellular chains on X with M to obtain an exact sequence of kG9-modules
0 ª C X m M ª ??? ª C X m M ª M ª 0. .  .n Z 0 Z
 . G9Each C X m M is a direct sum of modules of the form M x ­ withj Z H
H in H F for some b - a . By the inductive hypothesis, each of theseb
modules is projective, and so it follows that M x has finite projectiveG9
dimension. Applying Proposition 5.4, we deduce that M x is projective.G9
The case G9 s G proves the theorem for HF-groups.
Now suppose that G is an LHF-group. We argue by induction on the
cardinality of G. If G is countable, then it may be expressed as an
ascending union of a chain of finitely generated subgroups G - G - ??? ,1 2
`  .with G s D G . Each G is an HF-group by definition of LHF-group ,ns1 n n
and so M x is projective. Applying Lemma 5.6, we see that M hasGn
projective dimension at most 1. Applying Proposition 5.4, we deduce that
M is projective.
If G is uncountable, then it may be expressed as an ascending union
 .G s D G for some ordinal g in such a way that each G has strictlya -g a a
smaller cardinality than G. The theorem has already been proved for each
G , and so M x is projective. Applying Lemma 5.6 and Proposition 5.4 asa Ga
before, we again deduce that M is projective.
The above theorem can be used to clarify the role of the module B in
the theory.
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COROLLARY 5.8. Let G be an LHF-group, let k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients, and let M be a kG-module. Then B m M has finite projecti¨ ek
dimension as a kG-module if and only if the following two conditions hold.
 .i M has finite projecti¨ e dimension as a k-module;
 .ii for any kG-module N, N m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension ifk
 .and only if the restriction N m M x has finite projecti¨ e dimension for allk G
finite subgroups G F G.
Proof. First suppose that B m M has finite projective dimension as ak
 .kG-module. Since B is a free k-module by Lemma 3.4 i , this implies that
M has finite projective dimension as a k-module. If N is another kG-mod-
ule and N m M x has finite projective dimension for all finite subgroupsk G
G F G, then by Theorem 5.7, N m M has finite projective dimension. Sok
 .  .M satisfies conditions i and ii .
 .  .Conversely, suppose that M satisfies i and ii . Since M has finite
 .projective dimension as a k-module, by Lemma 3.4 ii , B m M x hask G
finite projective dimension as a kG-module for all finite subgroups G F G.
 .So applying condition ii , we see that B m M has finite projectivek
dimension as a kG-module.
Remark 5.9. These conditions do not mention B. Furthermore, the
only properties of B which are used in the proofs in this and the previous
section are that B is a k-free commutative kG-algebra whose restriction to
every finite subgroup is projective. It follows that if B9 is another such,
then B m M has finite projective dimension if and only if B9 m M does.k k
Using Lemma 4.5, we deduce that B m M is projective if and only ifk
B9 m M is projective.k
The point of using complete resolutions is that they compute complete
cohomology, in the sense of the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5.10. Suppose that G is a group, k is a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients, and M is a kG-module. Suppose that P# is a complete resolution
of M which splits on tensoring with B. Then, for any module N, the$U .  .cohomology of the complex Hom P#, N is Ext M, N .k G k G
 w x.Proof cf. Cornick and Kropholler 9, 10 . Since B m P# splits,k
Hom P#, Hom B , N ( Hom B m P#, N .  . .k G k k G k
 .is exact. If N is projective, then i*: Hom B, N ª N is a split epimor-k
 .phism, and so Hom P#, N is also exact.k G
Now let N be an arbitrary kG-module. Write V rM for the image of
 .P ª P r g Z , or equivalently the cokernel of P ª P . Thenr ry1 rq1 r
Hom V rM , N ( Ker Hom P , N ª Hom P , N . .  .  . .k G k G r k G rq1
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It follows from the above that, under this isomorphism, a homomorphism
V rM ª N factors through a projective kG-module if and only if it corre-
sponds to an element of
Im Hom P , N ª Hom P , N . .  . .k G ry1 k G r
Furthermore, if 0 ª V N ª Q ª N ª 0 is a short exact sequence with Q
projective, then examining the long exact sequence obtained by applying
 .Hom P#, y to this short exact sequence and taking cohomology, wek G
obtain
H r Hom P*, N ( H rq1 Hom P#, V N . .  .k G k G
It follows that the maps
Hom V rq iM , V iN ª Hom V rq iq1M , V iq1N .  .k G k G
$r  .are isomorphisms for i G 0, and so the common value is Ext M, N .k G
 .COROLLARY 5.11 Eckmann]Shapiro isomorphisms . Suppose that G9
F G are groups and k is a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients.
 .i If M is a kG-module such that B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimen-k
sion, and N is a kG9-module, then for all r g Z
$ $r rExt M , Hom kG , N ( Ext M x , N . .  . .k G k G9 k G9 G9
 .ii If M is a kG9-module and N is a kG-module, then for all r g Z
$ $r G rExt M ­ , N ( Ext M , N x . . .k G k G9 G9
 .  wProof. i This follows from Propositions 5.2 and 5.10 cf. 10, Corol-
x.lary 3.8 .
 .ii The usual Eckmann]Shapiro isomorphism for Hom commutes$
with the maps used to define Ext.
THEOREM 5.12. Let G be an LHF-group, k a field of coefficients of
characteristic p, and M a kG-module such that B m M has finite projecti¨ ek$0 G .  .dimension resp. is projecti¨ e . If Ext k ­ , M s 0 for all finite elemen-Ek G
tary abelian p-subgroups E F G then M has finite projecti¨ e dimension resp.
.is projecti¨ e .
$0  .Proof. By Corollary 5.11, the hypotheses imply that Ext k, M x s 0Ek E
for all finite elementary abelian p-subgroups E F G. Since k is a field of
characteristic p and E is a finite p-group, this implies that M x isE
w xprojective. By Chouinard's theorem 7 , this implies that M x is projectiveG
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for all finite subgroups G F G. By Theorem 5.7, we deduce that M has
finite projective dimension. If B m M is projective, then by Propositionk
5.4 we deduce that M is projective.
6. COMPLETE COHOMOLOGY FOR FINITE GROUPS
In this section, we prove a technical theorem which will be used in the
proof of the main theorem of Section 7. Roughly speaking, this says that
finite projective dimension can be tested by taking complete Ext with
modules obtained by inducing finitely generated modules from finite
elementary abelian subgroups. We begin with a lemma which enables us to
construct module homomorphisms. Recall that if G is a finite group and
N is a kG-module which is projective as a k-module, then N has a k-split
embedding into a projective kG-module. For example, one can take the
 .map i m Id : M ª B m M here, B ( kG described in Section 5.M k
LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a finite group and let k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Let M and N be kG-modules such that N is projecti¨ e as a
k-module, and let g : N ª N9 be a k-split monomorphism of kG-modules. If
f : N ª M factors through some projecti¨ e module, then it factors through the
map g .
Proof. let f s f (f with f : P ª M, f : N ª P, and with P1 2 1 2
projective. Since P is projective, we may find a k-module endomorphism
u : P ª P such that  g (u ( gy1 s Id . Let r : N9 ª N be a k-split-g g G P
ting for g , and consider the map
a s g (f (u (f ( r ( gy1 : N9 ª M . 1 2
ggG
We have
a (g s g (f (u (f ( r (g ( gy1 1 2
ggG
s g (f (u (f ( gy1 1 2
ggG
s f ( g (u ( gy1 (f1 2 /
ggG
s f (f s f .1 2
Remark 6.2. We only apply this when N9 is projective, but this does not
seem to be relevant to the proof of the lemma.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let G be a finite group and let k be a commutati¨ e ring
of coefficients. If M and N are kG-modules such that N has projecti¨ e
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dimension at most r o¨er k, and f : N ª M is a kG-module homomorphism
 r . r ..which goes to zero in Hom V N , V M , then f factors through akG
r .kG-module X of projecti¨ e dimension at most r. If V N is finitely gener-
ated, then X may also be taken to be finitely generated.
Proof. We choose resolutions and maps
dX dX dX dXr ry1 1 0X Xr6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V N P ??? P N 0ry1 0
6 6 6 6
r . f f fV f ry1 0
d d d dr ry1 1 0r6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V M P ??? P M 0ry1 0
X X r .with P , . . . , P , P , . . . , P projective. Since V N is k-projective we0 ry1 0 ry1
can also find a k-projective module N9 and kG-projective modules
Y Y  r . .P , . . . , P which are finitely generated if V N is so that there is a0 ry1
k-split exact sequence of kG-modules
dY dY dY dYr ry1 1 0Y Yr6 6 6 6 6 60 V N P ??? P N9 0. . ry1 0
By repeated use of the lemma, we obtain a commutative diagram
dY dY dY dYr ry1 1 0Y Yr6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V N P ??? P N9 0ry1 0
6 6 6
c c cry1 0
X X X Xd d d dr ry1 1 0X Xr6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V N P ??? P N 0.ry1 0
We may enlarge N and the original resolution by adding a split exact
sequence of projective modules to make the vertical morphisms injective.
If we extend f by the zero map on the new projective summand, this does
not affect the hypothesis or the conclusion of the theorem. Then the
cokernel of c is a kG-module with finite projective dimension.
r .Since V f factors through a projective module, we may use the lemma
repeatedly to find maps h , . . . , h , h as in the following diagram:ry1 0 y1
dY dY dY dYr ry1 1 0Y Yr6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V N P ??? P N9 0
6 6 6
ry1 0
c c cry1 0
Xdry1X Xr6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V N P ??? P N 0ry1 0
6 6 6 6
h h hry1 0 y1r . f f fV f ry1 0
d d d dr ry1 1 0r6 6 6 6 6 6 .0 V M P ??? P M 0ry1 0
Xd1 d
X
0d
X
r
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satisfying h ( dY q d ( h s f (c , for 0 F i F r y 1. It then followsiy1 i iy1 i i
that
f (c ( dY s d (f (c0 0 0 0
s d ( h ( dY q d ( h .0 y1 0 1 0
s d ( h ( dY .0 y1 0
Since dY is surjective, it follows that f (c s d ( h .0 0 y1
We now enlarge N further by replacing it with N [ P , and we replace0
 .  .f by f, d and c by c , yh . The effect of this is that f (c is now0 y1
the zero map, so f factors through the cokernel X of c , which still has
finite projective dimension.
LEMMA 6.4. Let R be a ring and let M be a countably presented R-module.
If M is flat then it has projecti¨ e dimension at most 1.
w xProof. See Lemma 4.4 of Bieri 3 .
We shall not need the following, but we include it for the sake of
interest.
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let G be a finite group and let k be a commutati¨ e ring
of coefficients. If M is a countably presented kG-module which is projecti¨ e as
a k-module and flat as a kG-module, then M is projecti¨ e as a kG-module.
Proof. By the lemma, M has projective dimension at most 1. Let
0 ª P ª P ª M ª 01 0
be a projective resolution of M. Since M is projective as a k-module, this
sequence splits as a sequence of k-modules. Since P is weakly injective1
 w x.cf. Cartan and Eilenberg 6, X.8.6 and XII.1.1 , the sequence splits as a
sequence of kG-modules, and so M is projective.
THEOREM 6.6. Let G be a finite group and let k be a commutati¨ e
Noetherian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension. If M is a countably
generated kG-module then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i M has finite projecti¨ e dimension.
 .ii M has finite weak dimension.
 .iii M is a filtered colimit of finitely generated kG-modules of finite
projecti¨ e dimension.
$0 .  .iv For e¨ery finitely generated kG-module N we ha¨e Ext N, M skG
0.
 .  . r .Proof. i « iv If M has projective dimension at most r, then V M
r . r .is projective, so any homomorphism from V N to V M factors through
a projective module.
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 .  .iv « iii Let I be a small skeleton of the category whose objects are
the homomorphisms N ª M with N finitely generated, and whose mor-
phisms are the commutative triangles. Let J be the full subcategory of I
whose objects are the morphisms N ª M with N a finitely generated
module of projective dimension at most r.
r .If N is finitely generated, since k is Noetherian, it follows that V N
may also be taken to be finitely generated. So, by Proposition 6.3, every
map from N to M factors through a finitely generated module of projec-
tive dimension at most r. It follows that J is a cofinal subcategory of I.
The module M is the filtered colimit of the functor from I to the module
category which sends N ª M to N. It follows that M is also the filtered
colimit of the same functor on the subcategory J.
 .  .iii « ii It follows from Corollary 5.5 and the fact that k has finite
global dimension, that there is an upper bound on the finite projective
dimensions of kG-modules. It follows that, for some r G 0, M is a filtered
colimit of modules of weak dimension at most r.
 .  .ii « i Since k is Noetherian, it follows from countable generation
that M has a resolution by countably generated projective modules. So
r . r .each V M may be taken to be countably generated. Some V M is flat,
rq1 .so by Lemma 6.4, V M is projective.
COROLLARY 6.7. Let G be a finite group and let k be a commutati¨ e
Noetherian ring of coefficients of finite global dimension. If M is a countably
generated kG-module which does not ha¨e finite projecti¨ e dimension, then$0  .there exists a finitely generated kG-module N such that Ext N, M / 0.kG
Remark 6.8.1 I do not know whether the hypothesis of countable
presentability can be dropped in Proposition 6.5, or countable generation
in Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.7. But at least if k is a field then every flat
 w x.kG-module is projective Bass 1 and so this hypothesis can be dropped in
Proposition 6.5, Theorem 6.6, and Corollary 6.7 in this case.
7. INDUCED MODULES
We begin this section by explaining why, for the purpose of examining
finitely presented modules and modules of type FP , it suffices to consider`
countable groups. We wish to apply this to modules for an LHF-group, but
the method works in greater generality.
1 w xNote added in proof. It follows from Corollary 5.5, together with 20, Proposition 6 , that
the countability hypothesis can be dropped in Theorem 6.6 and Corollary 6.7, as well as in the
 . [definitions of StMod kG and E in Section 8 and Theorem 12.5.
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LEMMA 7.1. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients. If
M is a finitely presented kG-module, then there is a finitely generated subgroup
G9 F G and a finitely presented kG9-module M9 such that M is isomorphic to
the induced module M9­G.
 . r  .dProof. Let kG ª kG ª M ª 0 be a finite presentation for M.
Then the first map in this sequence is represented by a d = r matrix with
entries in kG. Only a finite number of elements of G can be involved in
the entries in this matrix. Let G9 be the subgroup of G generated by these
entries. Then we can use the same matrix over kG9 to present a module
 . r  .dM9: kG9 ª kG9 ª M9 ª 0. Since induction is right exact, M is
Gisomorphic to M9­ .
LEMMA 7.2. Let G9 F G be groups and let k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. If M9 is a kG9-module then M9­G has type FP o¨er kG if and`
only if M9 has type FP o¨er kG9.`
Proof. The functor
ExtU M9­ G , y ( ExtU M9, y . .k G k G9
commutes with filtered colimits of systems of kG-modules if and only if
G  w x.M9­ has type FP as a kG-module see, for example, Bieri 3 . By the`
Mackey decomposition theorem, the functor on the right commutes with
filtered colimits of systems restricted from systems of kG-modules if and
only if it commutes with all filtered colimits of systems of kG9-modules,
namely if and only if M9 has type FP as a kG9-module.`
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let G be a group and k be a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Let M be a kG-module of type FP . Then there is a finitely`
generated subgroup G9 F G and a kG9-module M9 of type FP such that`
M9­G is isomorphic to M.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2.
In the same way, we obtain the following.
PROPOSITION 7.4. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of
coefficients. Let M be a countably presented kG-module. Then there is a
countable subgroup G9 F G and a countably presented kG9-module M9 such
that M9­G is isomorphic to M.
COROLLARY 7.5. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e Noetherian ring
of coefficients. Let M be a countably presented kG-module. Then M has a
resolution by countably generated projecti¨ e kG-modules. In particular, V rM
may be taken to be countably presented for all r G 0.
Proof. Suppose that M is induced from a countably presented module
M9 for a countable subgroup G9. Every countably generated kG9-module is
also countably generated as a k-module. Since k is Noetherian, every
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submodule of a countably generated k-module is again countably gener-
ated. It follows that the same is true for kG9-modules. So M9 has a
resolution by countably generated projective kG9-modules. Inducing up to
kG gives a resolution of M by countably generated projective kG-modules.
THEOREM 7.6. Let G be an LHF-group and k a commutati¨ e Noetherian
ring of coefficients of finite global dimension. Let M be a countably presented
kG-module such that for e¨ery finite elementary abelian subgroup E F G and$0 G .e¨ery finitely generated kE-module N we ha¨e Ext N ­ , M s 0. Thenk G
 .i M x has finite projecti¨ e dimension for e¨ery finite subgroupG
G F G.
 .ii If M has type FP then M has finite projecti¨ e dimension.`
 .iii If B m M has finite projecti¨ e dimension then M has finite projec-k
ti¨ e dimension.
Proof. By Proposition 7.4, there exists a countable subgroup G9 F G
and a kG9-module M9 such that M9­G ( M. Since N has type FP as a`
kE-module, by Corollary 5.11 we have
$ $0 G 0 G9Ext N ­ , M ( Ext N ­ , M x . .  .k G k G9 G9
If the theorem holds for the kG9-module M9 then it holds for the
kG-module M since M9 is a direct summand of M x . So we may assumeG9
without loss of generality that G is countable. Since M is countably
generated if follows that M x is countably generated. So by applyingE
Theorem 6.6 to the statement
$ $0 0 GExt N , M x ( Ext N ­ , M ( 0 .  .k E E k G
we deduce that M x has finite projective dimension for every finiteE
elementary abelian subgroup E F G. Now applying Chouinard's theorem
w x7 , we deduce that M x has finite projective dimension for every finiteG
subgroup G F G. If M has type FP then we may apply Kropholler's`
 .theorem 3.3 to deduce that M has finite projective dimension as a
kG-module. Finally, if B m M has finite projective dimension, we mayk
apply Theorem 5.7 to deduce that M has finite projective dimension.
Remark 7.7. Using the remark following Corollary 6.7, if k is a field of
coefficients then we may drop the hypothesis of countable generation from
Theorem 7.6.
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8. TRIANGULATED CATEGORIES
Let G be a group and k a commutative Noetherian ring of coefficients.
 .We write mod kG for the category in which the objects are the kG-mod-
ules of type FP , which have finite projective dimension as a k-module.`
 .  .The arrows from M to N in mod kG are given by Hom M, N . Wek G
 .  .write stmod kG for the category with the same objects as mod kG , but$0  .whose arrows are given instead by Ext M, N .k G
This category is not quite big enough to perform the constructions we
need to use in order to apply Rickard's idempotent functor approach,
because we shall need to take countable direct sums. So we define
 .Mod kG to be the category in which the objects are the countably
presented kG-modules M such that B m M has finite projective dimen-k
 . rsion. By Corollary 7.5, if M is in Mod kG then so is V M for r G 0. The
 .  .arrows are given as before by Hom M, N . We write StMod kG for thek G
 .category with the same objects as Mod kG , but whose arrows are given$0  .instead by Ext M, N . Note that since B is free as a k-module, everyk G
 .module in Mod kG has finite projective dimension as a k-module. By
 .Corollary 3.6, if G is an LHF-group, then mod kG is a full subcategory of
 .  .  .Mod kG , and stmod kG is a full subcategory of StMod kG .
Remark 8.1. As in Sections 6 and 7, if k is a field of coefficients then
we can lift the restriction of countable presentation in the definition of
 .StMod kG .
PROPOSITION 8.2. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of
 .coefficients. For modules M and N in StMod kG the following are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .  .i M is isomorphic to N in StMod kG .
 .ii There exist an integer r G 0 and projecti¨ e kG-modules P and Q
such that
V r M [ P ( V r N [ Q. .  .
 .More generally, gi¨ en maps M ª N and N ª M in StMod kG whose
composite is the identity map on N, they are represented, for some r G 0, by
an isomorphism
V r M [ P ( V r N [ Q, .  .
where P is projecti¨ e, but Q need not be.
$0  .  .  .Proof. It is clear from the definition of Ext M, N that i implies ii .k G
 .Conversely, if M and N are isomorphic in StMod kG , then there exists an
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r . r . r . r .integer r and maps f : V M ª V N and c : V N ª V M such
that c (f s Id r q p (u , and f (c s Id r q p (u . Here, p :V M . 1 1 V N . 2 2 1
r . r . r . r .P ª V M , p : P ª V N , u : V M ª P , u : V N ª P , and1 2 2 1 1 2 2
P and P are projective. In order to prove the last part of the proposition1 2
as well, let us for the moment only assume the condition on f (c , and
r .impose the condition on c (f later. By enlarging V M if necessary by
adding a projective module P, we may assume that f is surjective. So we
X X r .may factor p as f (p with p : P ª V M . Hence2 2 2 2
Id r s f ( c y p X (u .V N . 2 2
r .and so f is a split surjection. It follows that V M is isomorphic to
r .  X .V N [ Q, where Q s Ker c y p (u .2 2
Finally, if we also impose the condition on c (f, then on the submodule
r .Q of V M , the identity map can be written as
c (f y p (u s p X (u (f y p (u .1 1 2 2 1 1
It follows that the identity map on Q is a difference of maps which factor
through a projective module, so Q is projective.
 .  .Next, let Mod kG be the full subcategory of Mod kG consisting of thec
 .  .cofibrant countably presented kG-modules see Definition 4.1 , and let
 .  .StMod kG be the corresponding full subcategory of StMod kG . Wec
 .  .make similar definitions for mod kG and stmod kG .c c
LEMMA 8.3. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients.
 .  .The inclusion of the subcategory StMod kG into StMod kG is an equi¨ a-c
lence of categories. If G is an LHF-group then the inclusion of the subcate-
 .  .gory stmod kG into stmod kG is an equi¨ alence of categories.c
 .   ..Proof. Let M be a module in StMod kG resp. stmod kG . First, if
B m M is projective, then it has a countably generated resp. finitelyk
.generated projective summand which contains the image of i m Id :M
M ª B m M. So B m M plus a projective module is isomorphic to ak k
 .direct sum of a countably generated resp. finitely generated module and
a projective module. It therefore gives rise to a well-defined object in
 .StMod kG , which we may as well continue to write as B m M.c k
If B m M has finite projective dimension, then for some r G 0, B mk k
r .  .V M is projective. Then M is isomorphic in StMod kG to B m ??? mk k
r .  .  .B m V M r copies of B , which lies in StMod kG .k c
 .If G is an LHF-group, the same argument applies to stmod kG andc
 .stmod kG by Corollary 3.6.
Remark 8.4. From now on, we use the above convention that, for a
 .   ..module M in the subcategory StMod kG resp. stmod kG , B m Mc c k
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 .   ..denotes the object in StMod kG resp. stmod kG which it determinesc c
as in the proof of the above lemma.
LEMMA 8.5. Let G be a group and k a commutati¨ e ring of coefficients.
 .  .For modules M and N in StMod kG , the natural map Hom M, Nc k G$0  .ª Ext M, N is an isomorphism.k G
Proof. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that the map
Hom M , N ª Hom V M , V N .  .k G k G
is an isomorphism.
 .Since it does not make sense to ask whether a morphism in StMod kG
is injective or surjective, we do not expect this to be an abelian category.
The correct formalism is that of triangulated categories. For background
w xon triangulated categories, we refer the reader to the Appendix of 12 or
w xChapter 10 of 19 . The substitute for a short exact sequence in an abelian
category is a distinguished triangle in a triangulated category. The transla-
 .tion functor on StMod kG plays the role of an inverse to the functor V
 .and is defined as follows. Replace M by a module M in StMod kG0 c
 .isomorphic to it, and define t M s B m M . This is regarded as ank 0
 .element of StMod kG as in the proof of Lemma 8.3. The distinguishedc
 .triangles in StMod kG are the triangles which are isomorphic to triangles
of the form
M ª M9 ª M0 ª t M , .
where
f c
0 ª M ª M9 ª M0 ª 0
 .is a short exact sequence whose modules lie in StMod kG . Given such ac
short exact sequence, we can turn M9 ª M0 into an injective map by
 . replacing M0 by the module M0 [ B m M9 which is isomorphic to itk
 ..in StMod kG . Writing M - for the cokernel, the diagramc
0 0
6 66 6
0 M B m M9k
6 66 6 6 .0 M9 M0 [ B m M9 M - ª 0k
6 6
M0 M0
6 6
0 0
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shows that there is a short exact sequence
0 ª M ª B m M9 ª M - ª 0k
 .  .and so M - is isomorphic in StMod kG to t M s B m M. This ex-c k
plains what to take for the third morphism in the triangle
M ª M9 ª M0 ª t M . .
When it is more convenient to do so, we shall omit the last term of a
triangle and just write
M ª M9 ª M0 ª .
The remaining axioms for a triangulated category are easy to verify for
 .StMod kG . For example, the octahedral axiom corresponds to the third
isomorphism theorem in the module category.
 .If G is an LHF-group, then the subcategory stmod kG is a thick
 .subcategory of StMod kG . In other words, it is triangulated with the same
definition for the distinguished triangles, and it is closed under taking
direct summands. As in the proof of Lemma 8.3, if M has type FP then,`
although B m M may not have type FP , it is isomorphic to a direct sumk `
of a module of type FP and a projective module. It follows that the`
 .translation t may be defined in the same way on stmod kG as on
 .StMod kG .
 .Countable direct sums in StMod kG need some discussion. It is possi-
 .ble that a countable direct sum of modules M in StMod kG is no longeri
 .in StMod kG , because there need be no upper bound on the projective
 .dimensions of the modules B m M . However, StMod kG is closedk i c
 .under countable direct sums, and so StMod kG has countable direct sums
in the categorical sense.
9. DERIVED CATEGORIES
This section and the next are not necessary to the logical structure of
this paper, but they are included for the sake of providing another point of
 .  .view on the categories stmod kG and StMod kG . Namely, we display
these categories in a natural way as quotients of appropriate derived
b  .. b  ..categories D mod kG and D Mod kG .
Let G be a group and k a commutative ring of coefficients. Following
1 w x  .Verdier's Appendix to SGA4 12 but reversing the arrows , we write2
q, b  ..K Mod kG for the category whose objects are chain complexes of
 .objects in Mod kG , which are bounded below in the sense that they are
zero in large enough negative degrees this corresponds to the first index
. q , and whose homology is bounded both above and below second index
.b . The arrows are chain homotopy classes of maps. We write
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b, b  ..K Mod kG for the full subcategory whose objects are chain complexes
b, f   ..bounded both above and below, and K Mod kG for the full subcate-
gory with the further restriction that the homology is zero i.e., exact
. b  ..complexes . The derived category D Mod kG is the quotient category
b, b  .. b, f   ..K Mod kG rK Mod kG , formed by formally inverting quasiiso-
 .morphisms maps inducing isomorphisms in homology .
 .  .Writing Proj kG for the full subcategory of Mod kG whose objects are
 .the countably generated projective modules, we can form the categories
q, b  .. b, b  .. b, f   .. b  ..K Proj kG , K Proj kG , K Proj kG , and D Proj kG in the
b, f   ..same way. It is easy to see that K Proj kG is the trivial category with
b, b  .. b  ..one object and one arrow, so that K Proj kG and D Proj kG are
 .equivalent. Since Mod kG has enough projectives, we may replace objects
b, b  ..by projective resolutions. Given any object X# in K Mod kG , there is
q, b  ..an object P# in K Proj kG and a map of chain complexes P# ª X#
inducing an isomorphism on homology. Such a map is called a projective
 w x.resolution of X#. One can show cf. Proposition II.1.4 of 12, Appendix
that taking projective resolutions induces an equivalence of categories
Db Mod kG ª Kq, b Proj kG . .  . .  .
b  .. b  ..Now, D Proj kG is a thick subcategory of D Mod kG , and so we may
form the quotient category
Db Mod kG rDb Proj kG . .  . .  .
Under the above equivalence of categories, this quotient is equivalent to
Kq, b Proj kG rK b , b Proj kG . .  . .  .
In this quotient, truncating a chain complex of projectives by replacing the
 .finitely many modules below a given degree by zero results in an
isomorphic complex. In this way, we can truncate above the homology, so
that every complex is isomorphic to a complex which is exact except in a
single degree, and zero below that degree. Such a complex is a projective
 .resolution of a module in Mod kG , possibly shifted in degree.
There is a functor
Mod kG ª Kq, b Proj kG .  . .
which sends a module to a resolution by finitely generated projective
modules. Such a resolution is well defined up to chain homotopy equiva-
q, b  ..lence, namely, up to isomorphism in K Proj kG .
r r  .Any homomorphism V M ª V N in Mod kG gives rise to a homomor-
q, b  .. b, b  ..phism in the quotient category K Proj kG rK Proj kG , by truncat-
ing resolutions as described above; if the map factors through a projective
module then it goes to zero. This process is compatible with the natural
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Hom V rM , V rN ª Hom V rq1M , V rq1N , .  .k G k G
and so we obtain a well defined functor
F : StMod kG ª Kq, b Proj kG rK b , b Proj kG . .  .  . .  .
If a homomorphism V rM ª V rN goes to the zero homomorphism
 rqs rqs .under F, then for some s G 0 the image in Hom V M, V N isk G
zero. Furthermore, every homomorphism between resolutions in the quo-
tient category is induced by a map from V rM to V rN for some r G 0. It
follows that F induces an isomorphism on Hom sets. Every object in the
quotient category can be truncated as described above to give a projective
resolution of some module M sitting in some degree d G 0, and is hence
d .  .isomorphic to the image under F of the translate t M in StMod kG . It
follows that F is an equivalence of categories.
If G is an LHF-group, exactly the same discussion applies to the
 .categories mod kG of kG-modules of type FP , and its full subcategory`
 .proj kG of finitely generated projective kG-modules. We obtain equiva-
lences
Db mod kG ª Kq, b proj kG , .  . .  .
Db mod kG rDb proj kG ª Kq, b proj kG rK b , b proj kG , .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
and
stmod kG ª Kq, b proj kG rK b , b proj kG . .  .  . .  .
These equivalences are compatible with the inclusions in the larger ver-
sions. Summarizing, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 9.1. Let G be a group and let k be a commutati¨ e Noetherian
ring of coefficients. Then there is an equi¨ alence of categories
StMod kG ª Db Mod kG rDb Proj kG . .  .  . .  .
If G is an LHF-group, there is an equi¨ alence of categories
stmod kG ª Db mod kG rDb proj kG . .  .  . .  .
These equi¨ alences are compatible with the inclusions induced by the inclusion
 .  .of mod kG as a full subcategory of Mod kG .
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w xFor the sake of clarity, some arguments from Kropholler 14 and from Cornick and
w xKropholler 8, 9, 10 are repeated here.
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